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SENATORS TO CONTACT 
NAME HOME PHONE NUMBER DISTRICT REP. FOR/CON 
HOLLAND, EDWARD 789-8852 S. K. CON 
SULLIVAN, MICHAEL 789-1163 W. K. CON 
O'LEARY, JOHN 944-3078 CRANSTON FOR 
PORTER, ROBIN (MR.) 294-3178 ***FOR 
LANAHAN, MICHAEL 884-6398 EAST GREENWICH FOR 
DiSANDRO, DOMINIC 295-5027 SAUDERS TOWN FOR 
THE NOTATION OF PRO OR CON INDICATES THE SENATOR'S PAST VOTING 
RECORD ON THE SEXUAL ORIENATION CIVIL RIGHTS BILL- BILL# 95-S 900. 
MR. DiSANDRO IS CHAIR OF THE JUDICIARY COMMITTEE. HE HAS VOTED 
IN FAVOR OF THE CIVIL RIGHTS BILL IN THE PAST. HIS LEADERSHIP 
POSITION CAN REALLY HELP THE BILL GET OUT OF COMMITTEE. IF THE 
BILL IS AMENDED IN COMMITTEE, AND IS ULTIMATELY PASSED IN THE 
SENATE, IT WILL MEAN THAT THE BILL HAS TO GO BACK TO THE HOUSE WITH 
THE AMENDMENTS! HIS LEADERSHIP MAY BE INSTRUMENTAL IN GETTING THE 
BILL THROUGH COMMITTEE WITHOUT AMENDMENTS! 
MR. ROBIN PORTER HAS BEEN EXTREMELY SUPPORTIVE. A CALL TO HIM TO 
THANK HIM FOR HIS TIME AND FOR HIS WORK. 
CALLS TO THE "PRO" PEOPLE CAN HELP REINFORCE THEIR THINKING AND 
THANK THEM FOR THEIR PAST SUPPORT. THE CALLS TO THE "CON" PEOPLE 
MAY HELP THEM RECONSIDER THEIR OPINION. 
QUESTIONS OR VOLUNTEERS CAN CALL - (401) 521-GAYS 
